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ABSTRACT

Prosecutors are the most powerful officials in the criminal justice system. At least ninety percent of all criminal cases are prosecuted on the state level, and in all but five jurisdictions, the chief prosecutor (also known as the district attorney) is an elected official. Most district attorneys run unopposed and serve for decades. However, in recent years, a number of incumbent district attorneys have been challenged and defeated by individuals who pledged to use their power and discretion to reduce the incarceration rate and eliminate unwarranted racial disparities in the criminal justice system. These so-called “progressive prosecutors” have enjoyed some modest successes, but many have faced challenges—from within and outside of their offices. This Article discusses some of these successes and challenges and proposes guidelines to assist newly-elected district attorneys who are committed to criminal justice reform.
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“If you are really concerned about how the criminal justice system treats African-Americans, the best way to protest is to vote. Do what they just did in Philadelphia and Boston and elect state attorneys and district attorneys who are looking at issues in a new light.”

—Former President Barack Obama at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, September 7, 2018

Introduction

In Berger v. United States, the Supreme Court noted that the prosecutor’s “interest . . . in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done.” Nonetheless, most prosecutors have focused on seeking convictions in criminal cases. This perspective has greatly contributed to the phenomenon of mass incarceration and its many unjust collateral consequences.

In recent years, some elected prosecutors have sought to change this narrative by using their power and discretion with the goals of not only enforcing the law, but also reducing mass incarceration, eliminating racial disparities, and seeking justice for all, including the accused. This small but growing movement of so-called “progressive” prosecutors has achieved varying levels of success. Some of these prosecutors report

modest improvements, but many have faced serious challenges from within and outside of their offices.

In this Article, I explore this new vision of prosecution, including its successes and challenges. Can progressive prosecutors make significant progress towards the goals of eliminating mass incarceration and unwarranted racial disparities? What are the factors that impact their ability to affect change and how can those factors be managed?

Part I briefly describes and discusses how prosecutors contribute to mass incarceration and racial disparities in the criminal justice system. Part II discusses the recent movement of elected progressive prosecutors with a focus on three prosecutor offices that have implemented policies to reduce the jail and prison population. Part III examines some of the internal and external challenges faced by prosecutors who have implemented progressive policies. Part IV discusses factors that affect a prosecutor’s ability to implement reforms and proposes guidelines for elected prosecutors who are committed to transforming the existing model of prosecution.

I. Mass Incarceration, Racial Disparities, and the Role of the Prosecutor

The United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world with over 2.1 million people in its prisons and jails.\textsuperscript{4} Additionally, there are unwarranted racial disparities at every step of the criminal process, from arrest to sentencing. People of color are 37 percent of the general population, yet they make up 67 percent of the prison population.\textsuperscript{5} Black men are six times as likely to be incarcerated as white men, and Latino men are twice as likely to be incarcerated as white men.\textsuperscript{6}

The phenomenon of mass incarceration in the United States is largely the result of policy decisions made during the past forty years. The War on Drugs and the passage of harsh sentencing laws are among the causes of a 500 percent increase in the number of people in the nation’s prisons and jails.\textsuperscript{7} The collateral consequences of mass incarceration include disenfranchisement, the loss of public housing and public benefits, difficulty finding employment, separation of families, and fiscal burdens on state and federal budgets.

\textsuperscript{6} Id. See also Lauren Carroll, How the War on Drugs Affected Incarceration Rates, POLITIFACT (Jul. 10, 2016), https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2016/jul/10/cory-booker/how-war-drugs-affected-incarceration-rates [http://perma.cc/X6H8-RKM3] (discussing the validity of claims that the war on drugs led to an incarceration increase that disproportionately affected poor people and minorities).
Many factors contribute to the racial disparities in the criminal justice system. There are the socioeconomic factors such as poverty, lack of education, and high unemployment in communities of color—all of which are impacted by race discrimination in society as a whole. There is also disproportionate offending among people of color for certain types of offenses. Research by renowned criminologist Alfred Blumstein demonstrated that 76 percent of the racial disparities in the prison population may be explained by disproportionate offending.\(^8\) Blumstein concluded that the remaining 24 percent may be the result of criminal justice variables such as a prior criminal record or the discretionary decisions of criminal justice officials, especially police officers and prosecutors.\(^9\) The unexplained percentage of disparities in drug cases is even higher, as much as 50 percent.\(^10\)

People of color in the criminal justice system are treated worse than their similarly-situated white counterparts at every step of the process, whether they are the victims of crime or the accused. Although the precise percentage of racial disparity caused by discretionary decision-making cannot be precisely determined, this disparate treatment cannot be justified at any level—50 percent, 24 percent or even 1 percent. When police officers take race into account in making the decision to stop, frisk, search, and/or arrest an individual, they engage in racial profiling. Judges sometimes impose higher cash bail or longer sentences on people of color. Both practices have been well documented,\(^11\) and greatly contribute to the racial disparities in the criminal justice system. However, prosecutors deserve heightened scrutiny, primarily because of their tremendous power and discretion.

Prosecutors are the most powerful officials in the criminal justice system. Thus, their discretionary decisions—especially their charging and plea-bargaining decisions—play a very significant role in contributing to mass incarceration and unwarranted racial disparities.\(^12\) Police officers have a tremendous amount of discretion on the street but ultimately only have the power to bring an individual to the courthouse door. It is the

---

9. *Id.*
10. *Id.*
prosecutor who decides whether and to what extent that individual will become a part of the criminal justice system.

Prosecutors decide whether an individual will be charged with a crime, and the standard for charging—probable cause—is very easily met, allowing prosecutors to “pile on” charges that they may not be able to prove at trial. This phenomenon, known as “overcharging,” gives the prosecutor an advantage at the plea-bargaining stage of the process. An individual facing a long list of charges will be highly motivated to accept a plea bargain that requires him to plead guilty to one or more charges—even if he is not guilty or has a valid defense—just to avoid the possibility of a jury convicting him of all of the charges.

The charging and plea-bargaining decisions are entirely controlled by prosecutors. Just as a prosecutor may decide to “pile on” unmeritorious charges, he may decide to forego charges altogether even if there is evidence to support a conviction. A prosecutor may offer a plea bargain but is not required to do so. He may decide to give one individual a break while prosecuting another similarly situated individual arrested for the same offense. Likewise, prosecutors may offer a better deal to one individual than to another who is similarly situated. This vast discretion in the charging and plea bargaining process often results in unwarranted racial disparities.\textsuperscript{13} The disparities may be the result of implicit bias or the result of race neutral factors that have a racial impact.\textsuperscript{14} Regardless of the cause, the result is the same: unfair treatment of black and brown people in the criminal justice system.

However, just as the power and discretion of prosecutors have contributed to mass incarceration and racial disparities in the criminal justice system, that same power and discretion may be used to institute reforms to correct these injustices.\textsuperscript{15} Many prosecutors aggressively pursue charges in as many cases as possible, seek high cash bail, and advocate for lengthy prison sentences. But a prosecutor instead could use her power and discretion to institute policies and practices that would reduce the incarceration rate and unwarranted racial disparities. Such policies and practices would be in accord with the Supreme Court’s edict in Berger that prosecutors should seek justice, not convictions. In recent years, a growing number of elected prosecutors have chosen this path, attempting to balance the pursuit of public safety with the reduction of the prison and jail population.

\textsuperscript{13} See generally Angela Davis, Arbitrary Justice: The Power of the American Prosecutor (2007).

\textsuperscript{14} Id.

II. The Election of Progressive Prosecutors

Most criminal cases—around 90 percent—are prosecuted on the state and local level, and most state prosecutors are elected officials.\(^\text{16}\) Most states elect a statewide prosecutor called the Attorney General. Attorneys General serve as legal advisors for the state’s agencies and legislature. They also focus on issues like consumer protection, antitrust, and related matters. Rarely do Attorneys General get involved in the prosecution of criminal cases, although there are some exceptions.\(^\text{17}\)

There are thousands of chief state and local prosecutors who are elected to handle criminal cases, usually on the county level. Most of them are called District Attorneys or State’s Attorneys, and the prosecutors who work beneath them are called Assistant District Attorneys (ADAs) or Assistant State’s Attorneys (ASAs). Currently only Delaware, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Connecticut and the District of Columbia appoint the chief prosecutors who handle criminal cases.

Although the electoral process is meant to serve as the mechanism of accountability for prosecutors, it has been largely ineffective for a variety of reasons. First, there is very little transparency in the prosecutorial function. Prosecutors’ most important and consequential duties, charging and plea-bargaining, are performed behind closed doors. It is impossible to hold prosecutors accountable without knowing how they carry out these important functions. Second, most people pay very little attention to prosecutor races. Finally, most prosecutors run unopposed and serve for decades.\(^\text{18}\) We live in a democracy where we attest to hold accountable those to whom we grant power, yet the most powerful officials in the criminal justice system are rarely held accountable because of these flaws in the electoral process.

Recent years have seen modest progress in improving the effectiveness of prosecutor elections. Organizations like Color of Change and the ACLU have mounted campaigns to educate the public about the importance of District Attorney races.\(^\text{19}\) Also, ironically, some of the

---

16. Federal prosecutors are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. This Article focuses on state prosecutors because the vast majority of criminal cases are prosecuted in state courts.


19. See e.g., *Meet Your DA*, https://meetyourd.a.org, (last visited Feb. 26, 2019) (website of ACLU Project which aims to educate voters about the importance
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Police killings of unarmed black men in recent years served to educate the public about the power of prosecutors and their central role in the criminal process. The fact that very few prosecutors charged the police officers involved in these killings resulted in community members confronting prosecutors and demanding accountability. Consequently, these community members learned about the prosecutorial function in other contexts and began to pay attention to prosecutor elections.

As the prosecutor education campaigns evolved, several individuals began to run against incumbent prosecutors, offering a radically different vision of what it means to be a prosecutor. These challengers promised not only to pursue public safety but to use their power and discretion to reduce the prison and jail population and make the system fairer for all involved, including the accused. Some challenged incumbents who declined to prosecute police officers involved in the killings of unarmed black men and boys, campaigning in part on this issue. All promised to implement a progressive prosecutorial agenda in pursuit of criminal justice reform, including and especially alternatives to incarceration in appropriate cases. This part explores the paths of three progressive prosecutors—one who unseated an unpopular incumbent, one who never served as a prosecutor prior to his election, and one who is serving his fourth term as the chief prosecuting attorney.

A. Kim Foxx

Kim Foxx was elected State’s Attorney for Cook County, Illinois in 2016. Cook County includes Chicago and has the second largest population of any county in the nation. When Foxx was elected, the violent crime rate, especially the homicide rate, was the highest it had been in decades and higher than most U.S. cities, including New York, Philadelphia, Houston, and Los Angeles. The homicide clearance rate was low, and most of the homicide victims were African American.

Foxx defeated the incumbent, Anita Alvarez—the first woman and first Latina State’s Attorney for Cook County. Alvarez was a traditional “law and order” prosecutor who aggressively prosecuted most of their local District Attorney elections); Color Of Change, https://colorofchange.org, (last visited Feb. 26, 2019) (website for similar organization which aims to mobilize voters of color to vote in local D.A. elections).


crimes. She was accused repeatedly of abusing her power and engaging in misconduct. Alvarez defended the misconduct of police officers who extracted false confessions that resulted in wrongful convictions even after a court issued certificates of innocence to the defendants. She repeatedly charged citizens with felony eavesdropping for recording their encounters with police officers. There were numerous additional allegations of misconduct against Alvarez, but she is probably best known for delaying the prosecution of Jason Van Dyke, the police officer who killed an unarmed black youth named Laquan McDonald. In fact, Alvarez only prosecuted Van Dyke after a judge ordered the release of a videotape that showed Van Dyke shooting McDonald in the back while he was lying prone on the ground. Her failure to prosecute Van Dyke was a big issue in Foxx’s campaign and undoubtedly contributed to her defeat.22

When Kim Foxx ran against Alvarez, she was the Chief of Staff for Cook County Board President Toni Preckwinkle. In that position, she worked on criminal justice reform with the goal of addressing racial disparities in the criminal and juvenile justice systems. Prior to working for Preckwinkle, Foxx had served as an ASA in Cook County for twelve years. When she ran against Alvarez, Foxx pledged to use her power and discretion to implement criminal justice reforms.

Foxx is Cook County’s first African American woman State’s Attorney. She speaks often of her background and upbringing. Foxx spent part of her childhood in the Cabrini-Green public housing projects. Her father left her mother shortly before Foxx was born. Foxx’s mother suffered from mental illness and drug addiction, and Foxx bounced between living in shelters and with her grandmother. She was sexually assaulted twice when she was a young child—once by a relative when she was four and once by two boys she did not know when she was seven. She has cousins who have done time in prison and cousins who have been shot.23 All of these experiences heavily influenced her philosophy of prosecution and helped shape her views about criminal justice reform.

Shortly after taking office in 2017, Foxx began to fulfill her campaign promises. During her second week as State’s Attorney, she announced that her office would not charge retail thefts as felonies unless the value of the property was at least $1,000 or the defendant had ten or more prior felonies. Illinois law permits felony retail theft charges if the property is worth $300 or more, so this change in charging policy reduced the number of felony convictions and shifted resources to more serious offenses. Some officials, including Chicago’s police superintendent, welcomed the

change in policy. Suburban merchants and police chiefs, however, were not happy with Foxx’s decision.24

In March of 2017, Foxx started working on bail reform. She announced that her office would support the release of individuals charged with nonviolent offenses who were detained pretrial because of their inability to post bonds of $1,000 or less.25 Foxx later issued guidelines to the prosecutors in her office, ordering them to proactively ask for pretrial release in appropriate cases. She continued to publicly speak out in support of bail reform and supported the Cook County Public Defender’s call for an Illinois Supreme Court ruling requiring that all money bonds be affordable. By the end of 2017, the Cook County jail population had decreased by more than 1,000 people.26 Unsurprisingly, Foxx’s bail reform policies were praised by some27 and criticized by others.28

In June of 2017, Foxx announced that her office would no longer prosecute individuals for driving with licenses suspended for financial reasons (such as failure to pay traffic tickets or child support). For this and other modest reforms, Riverside police chief Thomas Weitzel accused Foxx of trying to dismantle the criminal justice system.29 Kevin Graham, the president of the Chicago Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) criticized the bail and theft policies, accusing Foxx of endangering the community.30 Foxx explained that, with cash bail, defendants felt pressured to plead guilty just to get out of jail even if they were innocent of the offense. She met with Graham in an effort to find common ground and moved forward with her new policies.

Foxx made history in her second year in office when she released over six years of data in felony criminal cases documenting outcomes at four critical stages of each case: intake, initiation, disposition, and sentencing.31 The data is included in four tables accessible to the public and does not include names or any other personal identifying information. The data may be used to identify patterns of constitutional violations and disparate treatment of defendants and/or victims. No other chief

24. Id.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
prosecutor has demonstrated this level of transparency. In fact, most resist efforts of others attempting to obtain information about their policies and practices. When Foxx released the data, she announced, “I sought this office committed to building the most open and transparent prosecutor’s office in the country. I am proud to be taking the lead on open data, and hope that many of my fellow prosecutors around the country will join me in this effort to be truly transparent and accountable to our constituents. The public deserves nothing less.”

In addition to these broad policy changes, Foxx demonstrated her commitment to fundamental change in many individual cases. She worked out a deal to secure the release of a man who was sentenced to life without the possibility of parole at the age of fourteen after her predecessor vehemently opposed his release. Foxx brought criminal charges against two police officers involved in fatal shootings. Her Conviction Integrity Unit dropped charges against some defendants who claimed they had been wrongfully convicted, including dismissing charges against eighteen individuals on November 16, 2017—Chicago’s first mass exoneration. When one of the exonerees noted that no one had ever apologized for what happened to them, Foxx apologized, privately and publicly. Joshua Tepfer, an attorney from the Exoneration Project at the University of Chicago Law School, found the gesture remarkable, especially given that Foxx was not personally responsible for the wrongful convictions. He noted that she “referred to the exonerated as ‘victims,’ and wished them healing and justice,” and called it “a deliberate and important choice of language.”

Despite some detractors, Foxx continues to enjoy support among most of her constituents.

B. **Larry Krasner**

Larry Krasner never prosecuted a case in his life before he was elected the District Attorney for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 2017. He started his career as a public defender in Philadelphia and later opened his own practice, specializing in criminal defense and civil rights. Krasner filed more than seventy-five lawsuits against the police department, primarily for corruption and police brutality. He also frequently represented protestors pro bono, including members of the Black Lives Matter movement.

---


33. See *State’s Attorney*, *supra* note 25.

34. See *Bogira, supra* note 23 (detailing how Chicago State’s Attorney Kim Foxx instructed her appellate division to restructure a defendant’s offer to secure his release from life in prison to three years).

When Krasner decided to run for District Attorney of Philadelphia in 2017, the District Attorney’s office was embroiled in scandal. The incumbent, Seth Williams, was the first African American District Attorney of Philadelphia and of the entire state of Pennsylvania. During Williams’s second term, he was indicted on numerous bribery and extortion charges and was ultimately sentenced to five years in prison.

Krasner joined a field of six candidates in the Democratic primary and ran on a promise to change the culture of the District Attorney’s office “from a culture of seeking victory for prosecutors to a culture of seeking justice for victims.” He promised to work towards ending mass incarceration by seeking alternatives to incarceration, opposing cash bail, and treating drug addiction as a medical problem instead of a crime. Krasner also vowed never to seek the death penalty. He won the primary by an overwhelming margin and soundly defeated the Republican candidate in the general election.

Shortly after taking office in January of 2018, Krasner began to fulfill his campaign promises. During his first week on the job, he fired 31 of the office’s prosecutors and immediately began recruiting and filling the open positions with lawyers who share his vision of criminal justice reform. Krasner hired several former public defenders and personally visited 25 law schools to recruit law students during his first year in office, including all historically black law schools. He often targeted students who wanted to be public defenders, noting that they were “probably the right kind of people’ for ‘a truly progressive prosecutor’s office.’”

In his second month in office, Krasner made national news by issuing a memo to the prosecutors in his office directing them to follow new charging and sentencing policies. The memo directed the prosecutors to no longer charge marijuana possession, possession of marijuana paraphernalia, or prostitution (if the defendant has fewer than three prostitution convictions). They were also ordered to divert more cases and to offer plea deals that would result in lower sentences. Perhaps the most controversial part of the memo informed prosecutors of a new sentencing policy. This section included data on the incarceration rate of the United States, Pennsylvania, and Philadelphia and explained the harms caused by mass incarceration. It directed prosecutors to state on the record at sentencing hearings the costs and benefits of the sentence they asked the judge to impose, including the actual cost of incarcerating the defendant for the

number of years requested. The memo also directed prosecutors to seek shorter probationary periods.

Krasner has instituted other policies to reduce the number of people in Pennsylvania’s prisons and jails. His office no longer seeks cash bail for defendants charged with twenty-five different crimes, including prostitution, retail theft, and trespassing and no longer brings charges in cases that only involve marijuana possession, effectively decriminalizing marijuana use in Philadelphia. Krasner hired a special immigration counsel to train his prosecutors on how to minimize the risk of deportation for defendants charged with all offenses except violent and sex offenses. The policy will also protect victims and witnesses who face possible deportation.  

Krasner’s most radical change in charging policy involves homicide cases. Instead of charging the highest possible level of homicide, he requires his prosecutors to charge only the level of homicide that can be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. This decision rejects the common prosecutorial practice of overcharging to gain an advantage at the plea-bargaining stage. According to Krasner, “We are not going to overcharge . . . We are not going to try to coerce defendants. We are going to proceed on charges that are supported by the facts in the case, period. The era of trying to get away with the highest charge regardless of the facts is over.” Prosecutors are required to get his approval on any plea offer that exceeds fifteen to thirty years in prison.

At the end of Krasner’s first year, his office filed 18 percent fewer cases than in 2017, including 25 percent fewer misdemeanors. According to data collected by his office at the end of his first year, prosecutors opened 6,500 fewer cases than the previous year, and half as many as the office filed in 2013.

C. Dan Satterberg

Dan Satterberg has been a prosecutor for his entire legal career. He joined the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office upon graduation from law school and served as a trial attorney for four years before becoming Chief of Staff for then-Prosecuting Attorney Norm Maleng. In 2007, Norm Maleng died suddenly from a heart attack, and Satterberg was appointed to serve as interim Prosecuting Attorney until a special


41. See Palmer, supra note 37.

42. Id.
election was held later that year. Satterberg won the special election and served the remainder of Maleng’s term. He has since won reelection three times.43

Satterberg is one of a very few longstanding chief prosecutors who has been engaged in criminal justice reform long before it became popular.44 He was a cofounder of the Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) program in 2011. In the LEAD program, police officers immediately divert individuals in possession of less than a gram of illegal drugs or engaged in prostitution activity to needed services. LEAD differs from other diversion programs because individuals in the program are never booked, charged, or brought to court. The program was originally limited to Seattle, but in September 2018, Satterberg announced that it would be expanded to the rest of King County.

Satterberg views drug addiction as a medical problem that should be addressed with treatment instead of incarceration. He supports safe injection sites45 and has publicly opposed the Trump administration’s decision to prosecute individuals who maintain them.46 Satterberg has written about the experience of his sister who suffered from drug addiction for decades.47 He learned a lot about addiction and its effects when he helped her achieve sobriety before her tragic death in 2018. Like Kim

43. Satterberg ran as a Republican in all but the 2018 race. He switched to the Democratic party in May of 2018, stating, “I don’t want anybody to think for a second that my views are in line with this president.” Josh Kelety, The Political Invulnerability of King County Prosecutor Dan Satterberg, SEATTLEWEEKLY (Jun. 21, 2018), https://www.seattleweekly.com/news/the-political-invulnerability-of-king-county-prosecutor-dan-satterberg [https://perma.cc/7KT5-868T].
Foxx, Satterberg’s life experiences undoubtedly influenced his philosophy of prosecution.

In addition to LEAD, Satterberg has established other programs that divert youth and adults out of the juvenile and criminal justice systems. The Choose 180 Youth Workshop is a pre-charge diversion program that gives young people an opportunity to avoid prosecution by participating in half-day workshops and getting needed services that include employment opportunities, academic support, and mentorship. The program diverts about 400 youths from the criminal justice system each year.\textsuperscript{48}

Satterberg has established restorative justice programs for juveniles that involve the offender, the victim, and members of the community. One such program is the Family Intervention and Restorative Services program which diverts juveniles who engage in violent behavior against family members. The program involves the victims and provides services for the entire family with the goal of keeping families together and promoting nonviolence and respect among family members. The program has diverted over 400 juveniles from the criminal justice system without charges being filed.

Satterberg’s office runs a felony diversion program in the Juvenile Court called CEDAR (Community Engagement Diversion Alternative Resolution) that emphasizes building a connection between young people and a number of nonprofit organizations. The youth in CEDAR enter a guilty plea to a felony and the sentencing hearing is continued for six months while the youth and community group work on developing pro-social skills. Satterberg’s office contracts with these organizations and pays them for the value they add in attempting to transform the youth’s aspirations. The programs include Peacemaking Circles and employ formerly incarcerated individuals. If the youth engages with the community group during the six-month period, they may earn a dismissal of the felony charge at the sentencing hearing. This program is consistent with Satterberg’s philosophy that the community should play a crucial role in the justice system, and that the prosecutor should share power with nonprofit providers.

Since Satterberg has been in office, the daily population of juveniles in detention has been reduced from one hundred to fifty.\textsuperscript{49} During the past 20 years, the juvenile offender caseload has declined from 8000 to 1500.\textsuperscript{50} Satterberg recommended clemency for twenty-one prisoners serving life without the possibility of parole,\textsuperscript{51} and he is a staunch opponent

\textsuperscript{48.} Choose 180 Youth Program, King County, https://www.kingcounty.gov/depts/prosecutor/youth-programs/choose-180.aspx.
\textsuperscript{49.} Seattle Times Editorial Board, \textit{supra} note 44.
\textsuperscript{50.} Email from Dan Satterberg, King County Prosecuting Attorney, to author (Apr. 22, 2019 6:05 PM PST) (on file with author); Voices of Reform—Dan Satterberg, The Coalition for Public Safety, https://www.coalitionforpublicsafety.org/justice-champions/dan-satterberg (last visited Feb. 26, 2019).
\textsuperscript{51.} Dan Satterberg, \textit{King County's Prosecuting Attorney: 'We Don't Need the Death
of the death penalty.\textsuperscript{52} He also supported Initiative 940, a ballot initiative that makes it easier to prosecute police officers who use unlawful deadly force.\textsuperscript{53} Satterberg has won four elections, running unopposed in all but the last race. Lisa Daugaard, director of the Public Defender Association and a cofounder of the LEAD program, praised Satterberg’s record, as did King County’s former chief public defender, Lorinda Youngcourt, who called Satterberg one of the most progressive prosecutors she has ever worked with.\textsuperscript{54} Although many factors contribute to the success or failure of a candidate for the chief prosecutor job, Satterberg’s political success should provide reassurance to progressive candidates concerned about the popularity of a progressive platform.

III. The Challenges of Progressive Prosecution

Chief prosecutors who have attempted to change the policies, practices, and goals of their offices have faced numerous challenges from within and outside of their offices. The challenges have varied in scope, depending on the nature and extent of the change. Some of the challenges have come from the chief prosecutors’ own employees who are resistant to change, and others have come from other institutions in the criminal justice system.

Several factors bring about and contribute to the resistance and challenges progressive prosecutors face. One such factor is whether the prosecutor has prior prosecutorial experience. Someone who has been prosecuting cases for years may have difficulty taking direction from a newly elected District Attorney who has never prosecuted a case, especially if she was previously a criminal defense attorney. Another factor is whether the new policies and practices conflict with the interests and/or values of other criminal justice officials or institutions. For example, a prosecutor’s decision to decline prosecution of all marijuana possession cases has a direct impact on the police departments making arrests in these cases. For these and many other reasons, a progressive prosecutor must think carefully about the ramifications of her decisions, communicate her goals and plans with all interested parties, and address all predictable consequences.


A. Larry Krasner

Larry Krasner’s policies are among the most radical in the progressive prosecution movement. It was very predictable that there would be a huge backlash—from within and outside of the District Attorney’s office. During the campaign, many ADAs supported one or more of his opponents in the primary. His background as a criminal defense and civil rights attorney who regularly sued the police department automatically put him at odds with many of the ADAs and the police department.

Krasner fired 31 ADAs during his first week in office. Krasner gave no reasons for the firings, but it seemed clear that these attorneys were not in agreement with his philosophy of prosecution and proposed policies. Some were seasoned homicide prosecutors who had aggressively pursued the death penalty. Krasner’s decision to dismiss these prosecutors was praised by some and criticized by others. One critic was Beth Grossman, Krasner’s opponent in the general election and the former chief of the office’s civil asset forfeiture unit. 55 A group of former prosecutors hosted an event at the FOP Lodge to honor the thirty-one prosecutors who were fired. A total of 139 employees left after Krasner was elected. Although he hired 150 new employees, the atmosphere in the office has been described as “tense” at times. 56 Two people claiming to be ADAs in Krasner’s office opened anonymous twitter accounts and attacked Krasner and his policies. 57

Krasner’s policies and practices have drawn the ire of the Philadelphia Police Department, the U.S. Attorney, and other criminal justice officials. Krasner decided to release a list of sixty-six police officers who had engaged in misconduct, including lying, racial bias, and brutality. The list was drawn up by Krasner’s predecessor, Seth Williams, who did not intend for it to be released, but rather to be used as an internal guide to determine which officers’ testimony could be used at trial. Krasner not only released the list but turned it over to the Philadelphia Defender Association. The Philadelphia FOP filed a lawsuit against the District Attorney’s office, the mayor, and the police commissioner, claiming they harmed the officers’ reputations and failed to create due process protections for them. 58

John McNesby, the President of the FOP, has vehemently criticized Krasner since Krasner took office, accusing him of being anti-law enforcement. On March 1, 2018, McNesby sent a letter to the police cadets after

55. Id.
58. Id.
Krasner spoke to them at the invitation of the Guardian Civic League, an organization of African American police officers. During his speech to the cadets, Krasner talked about the appropriate use of force during police encounters. In his letter to the cadets, McNesby called Krasner’s remarks “ridiculous and dangerous” and accused him of intentionally trying to endanger their lives. McNesby urged the cadets to “completely disregard his dangerous and despicable remarks.”

Krasner has charged a number of police officers with various criminal offenses, including murder, for engaging in acts of brutality. His decision to charge two officers with criminal offenses for engaging in unlawful stop-and-frisks and falsifying official paperwork is unprecedented. Investigators discovered video evidence that contradicted the officers’ stated reason for stopping and frisking a citizen. Krasner charged each of them with a felony (obstructing the administration of law) and three misdemeanors (false imprisonment, tampering with records, and official oppression). The ACLU previously sued the Philadelphia Police Department for engaging in racial profiling, and citizens frequently file civilian complaints against officers, but this case may be the first time officers have been criminally charged for an illegal stop-and-frisk.

William McSwain, the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, has also been highly critical of Krasner. Local District Attorneys often cooperate with the federal prosecutor for their districts in the investigation and prosecution of certain crimes. Such cooperation between McSwain and Krasner seems unlikely after McSwain publicly questioned Krasner’s commitment to crime victims. Speaking about Krasner, McSwain stated, “He unfortunately seems wholly unconcerned about providing justice to victims. He seems preoccupied with advocating for defendants.”

Although Krasner has been criticized by members of the law enforcement community, he has earned high praise from criminal justice reformers across the nation. He has been featured in profiles in the New York Times Magazine, the New Yorker, and Newsweek. Krasner

speaks to standing-room-only crowds at law schools where students often wait in line to see him.\textsuperscript{63} The organizations in Philadelphia who worked hard to secure his election continue to support him.

\section*{B. Aramis Ayala}

Aramis Ayala was elected State Attorney for the Ninth Judicial Circuit of Florida in 2016, becoming the first African American State Attorney in Florida's history. She started her legal career as a prosecutor in the same office that she was eventually elected to run. After two years, she became disillusioned with the unfairness of the criminal justice system and joined the public defender office. Ayala decided to challenge her old boss, Jeff Ashton, in the 2016 State Attorney race. She ran on a progressive platform, promising more transparency, fair treatment of people of color, and engagement with the black communities of Orange and Osceola counties. Ayala won the Democratic primary and was unopposed in the general election.

Ayala did not discuss the death penalty during her campaign, but it became the defining issue of her tenure as State Attorney. On March 16, 2017, just two months after she took office, Ayala announced that her office would no longer seek the death penalty. She explained that the death penalty is costly, ineffective as a deterrent, and takes too long to implement and pledged to seek life sentences in appropriate cases.

The backlash to her decision was swift and severe. Within hours of her announcement, Florida governor Rick Scott issued an executive order removing her from a capital case involving the death of an Orlando police officer. The law enforcement community attacked her, and weeks later, state legislative committees proposed cutting her budget by one million dollars.\textsuperscript{64} On April 3, 2017, the governor reassigned all the first degree murder cases that were eligible for the death penalty from Ayala to Brad King, the State Attorney for the fifth Judicial Circuit.\textsuperscript{65}

On April 11, Ayala filed a federal lawsuit against Scott, arguing that he violated her constitutional rights when he reassigned the murder cases to a state attorney who had not been elected by her constituents. The case ultimately made its way to the Florida Supreme Court, and on August 31, the court ruled against Ayala with two justices dissenting.\textsuperscript{66} Soon
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after the court’s ruling, Ayala announced that she had appointed a death penalty review panel consisting of seven ASAs from her office to review all first degree murder cases to decide whether the death penalty should be sought. The panel consists of seven prosecutors—six ASAs who have previously handled death penalty cases plus the attorney assigned to the murder case. A decision to seek the death penalty requires the unanimous agreement of the seven-member panel. Ayala also announced that she would not seek the return of the cases Scott reassigned to Brad King, noting that she did not want to put the victims’ families through the trauma of going back and forth between prosecutors.  

Ayala has attempted to implement additional reforms since she lost her fight to abandon the death penalty. In May 2018, she announced that her office would no longer seek cash bail in many cases involving nonviolent offenses. On September 7, 2018, she announced the establishment of a Conviction Integrity Unit to “prevent, identify, and remedy false convictions.” Ayala’s bail announcement has been criticized, and she has not announced any additional reform initiatives since. The death penalty litigation continues to detract from her agenda. Ryan Williams, an ASA who left Ayala’s office after she announced she would not pursue the death penalty, has announced that he will run against her for State Attorney in 2020.

C. Rachael Rollins

Like Aramis Ayala, Rachael Rollins made history when she was elected District Attorney for Suffolk County, Massachusetts. When Rollins was sworn in on January 2, 2019, she became Suffolk County’s first
African American and first woman District Attorney. Rollins ran on a progressive platform in a crowded field to replace Daniel Conley, who announced that he would not seek reelection after serving in the position for sixteen years.

Rollins started her legal career at the National Labor Relations Board and held a variety of positions before running for District Attorney. She was an associate at a prestigious Boston law firm, General Counsel for the Massachusetts Department of Transportation and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, and Chief Legal Counsel for the Massachusetts Port Authority. Rollins’ prior experience also included a stint as a federal prosecutor from 2007 until 2011.

Rollins began thinking about running for District Attorney in 2017 when she was angry and distraught over the spate of killings of unarmed black men by police officers across the country. She spoke about her decision to run during a speech a month after she was elected, saying, “It really makes me sad as a leader to know that the system is not set up to help the people that need it the most, and it is exactly why I said after raging in my home one evening . . . that I was no longer going to sit at home and cry or scream or swear.”

Rollins’ life experiences also influenced her decision to run. Like Foxx and Satterberg, she has a family member who suffered from drug addiction. Rollins also has brothers who have been in and out of prison. Her firsthand observation of their struggles helped shape her views on the criminal justice system.

During Rollins’ campaign, she promised to work towards ending mass incarceration and racial disparities in the criminal justice system and to decriminalize poverty, drug addiction, and mental illness. She announced her opposition to cash bail and mandatory minimum sentences and pledged not to prosecute a list of fifteen nonviolent offenses unless there were exceptional circumstances warranting prosecution. ADAs in her office would be required to demonstrate exceptional circumstances and seek approval from a supervisor to charge any of the offenses on the list. The list included minor misdemeanor offenses like trespassing and disorderly conduct, as well as more serious offenses like threats and possession with intent to distribute drugs.

Rollins’ pledge to forego prosecution of these nonviolent offenses sparked opposition even before she took office. The president of the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association claimed that the policy would endanger the lives of police officers, stating, “I’m afraid if there are no consequences offenders will figure, why not resist? Our job is already


dangerous. It’s unbelievable to think people are willing to make it more dangerous for us.”\textsuperscript{74} The most extreme opposition came from an Indiana-based national police organization; the organization filed a complaint against Rollins with the Office of Bar Counsel claiming her pledge to forego charges for the offenses on her list constituted attorney misconduct.\textsuperscript{75} The complaint was filed on December 23, 2018, before she even had the power to implement the policy.

On March 25, 2019, Rollins issued a 65-page memo to her staff establishing policies and practices on a wide range of issues, including cash bail, charging, and diversion.\textsuperscript{76} The memo establishes a presumptive recommendation of pretrial release unless there is clear evidence that the defendant is a flight risk. It also includes the list of 15 nonviolent offenses that will not be prosecuted, as promised during her campaign. Rollins further directs ADAs to divert other nonviolent offenses and seek alternatives to incarceration. The memo includes extensive data in support of the new policies.

Soon after Rollins issued the memo, Massachusetts Public Safety and Security Secretary Thomas A. Turco III sharply criticized the policies, claiming that they will interfere with the state’s efforts to curb the opioid crisis and put some crime victims at risk.\textsuperscript{77} Rollins strongly defended the memo and has received support from a former federal judge\textsuperscript{78} and from many of her constituents.\textsuperscript{79}


IV. Implementing a Progressive Agenda

A. Defining the Progressive Prosecutor

Progressive prosecutors are committed to reducing mass incarceration and racial disparities in the criminal justice system. There are several ways prosecutors can achieve these goals. Opposing cash bail can reduce the jail population. Foregoing charges in certain categories of cases and implementing diversion programs may reduce the incarceration rate. Diversion programs that do not require guilty pleas (and hence convictions) make it easier for participants to find employment and housing. Likewise, diversion programs that do not require the payment of fees and fines or impose other difficult conditions are more likely to reduce the number of people in prisons and jails. Prosecutors who commit never to charge juveniles as adults, even when the law permits them to do so, keep juveniles out of the criminal justice system and help to reduce the disproportionate number of black and brown youths tried in adult court. See Christopher Huffaker, In Many States, Black Juveniles End Up in Adult Court in High Numbers, Miami Herald (June 22, 2017) https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article157648774.html [https://perma.cc/YBP5-L2Y5]. Prosecutors who refuse to seek the death penalty take an important step towards ending the well-documented racial disparities in the implementation of the death penalty. See, e.g., David C. Baldus, et al., Comparative Review of Death Sentences: An Empirical Study of the Georgia Experience, 74 J. CRIM. LAW. & CRIMINOLOGY 663 (1983) (famous study that found that the odds of defendants receiving the death penalty were 4.3 times greater if they were accused of killing white victims than if they were accused of killing black victims); D. Baldus, et al., Race Discrimination and the Death Penalty in the Post Furman Era: An Empirical and Legal Overview, with Preliminary Findings from Philadelphia, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 1638 (1998) (finding that, in Philadelphia from the years 1983 and 1993, the odds of receiving the death penalty in Philadelphia increased by 38 percent when the accused was a black person); Richard C. Dieter, The Death Penalty in Black and White: Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Decides, REPORT, DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., June, 1998.

B. Politics

In theory, progressive prosecutors duly elected by their constituents may argue that they were given a mandate to implement reform. After all, they ran on a progressive platform and won a majority of the votes. In practice, the political climate of their jurisdictions has an impact on their ability to affect change. For example, powerful groups like the FOP and the bail bond industry may confront and attack progressive prosecutors. The experiences of Larry Krasner in Philadelphia and Kim Foxx in Chicago provide cautionary examples. Krasner faces constant attacks
by law enforcement organizations. Foxx had the support of the Chicago police commissioner but does not have backing from all the police chiefs in the surrounding suburbs in her county. Aramis Ayala’s attempt to stop implementing the death penalty in her district demonstrates the extent of the potential power of political foes.

A District Attorney attempting to implement criminal justice reform in Columbus, Mississippi, cannot run on the same platform as a District Attorney in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, because Mississippi is much more conservative and the electorate would likely not be as receptive to radical changes. Yet when Scott Colom defeated incumbent Forrest Allgood in northeast Mississippi, advocates for criminal justice reform in Mississippi recognized the significance of his victory. Colom’s proposed reforms included diversion for drug addicts, more rehabilitative services, and alternatives to incarceration in appropriate cases. These proposals may not sound very progressive in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, but in Columbus, Mississippi, they represented a new vision for the District Attorney’s office. Colom’s predecessor, Allgood, had pushed for harsh sentences and the Mississippi Supreme Court found that he had engaged in egregious misconduct. This highlighted the significance of Colom’s promised reforms. Colom has followed through on his promises and is currently working with Tucker Carrington, the head of the Innocence Project at the University of Mississippi Law School, to establish a conviction review unit.

C. Prior Experience

The progressive prosecutors elected in recent years come from a variety of backgrounds, which plays a role in their ability to implement reforms, especially as they attempt to change the culture of their offices. Some, like Larry Krasner, had no prior prosecutorial experience when they took office. Others, like Kim Foxx and Dan Satterberg, had prior prosecutorial experience in the offices they now run. Aramis Ayala had experience as both a prosecutor and a defense attorney. Krasner’s prior role as one of his office’s fiercest adversaries made it impossible for him to implement change without replacing many of the career prosecutors in his office with lawyers who share his vision. Foxx had prior experience in her office, but worked under the incumbent whom she ultimately defeated, so she faced similar challenges. Satterberg faced fewer internal challenges because of his many years of experience in the office he now runs and the circumstances under which he became the chief prosecuting attorney.

District Attorneys with little or no experience practicing criminal law may struggle to gain credibility with the ADAs in their offices and thus may have a difficult time implementing reforms. District Attorneys

with no prosecutorial experience similarly have credibility issues. Thus, it is important that newly elected District Attorneys without prosecutorial experience hire experienced prosecutors who share their vision for leadership and supervisory positions.

D. Race and Gender

It is difficult to determine the extent to which race and gender play a role in a District Attorney’s ability to implement a progressive agenda. Progressive organizations have praised Krasner for his ability to implement radical reforms in Philadelphia, but it would be unfair and simplistic to conclude that he is more progressive than Foxx, Rollins, or Ayala. Not only do the latter three serve in more conservative jurisdictions where the political climate makes it difficult for them to implement radical reforms, but also their status as black women forces them to endure gender and racial biases that Krasner does not face. It is impossible to measure the extent to which these biases (implicit and otherwise) affect their ability to implement reforms.83

V. Guidelines for the Progressive Prosecutor

Because the experiences of progressive prosecutors vary and because they face different challenges, there are no set recommendations for success that would work for all. However, all progressive prosecutors should follow a few basic guidelines.

A. Communication

Progressive prosecutors must communicate early and often with other criminal justice officials, government officials, and community groups as they attempt to implement reforms. Meetings with police chiefs, judges, councilmembers, mayors, and other officials are essential. Progressive prosecutors should share their vision for reform and the specific policies and practices they plan to implement. The prosecutor should inform the police chief ahead of time that she no longer plans to charge certain offenses. Not only would this communication possibly save resources, but it may result in the police chief working with the prosecutor on implementing a solution that would address the concerns of both parties. King County’s LEAD program is one such example.

Prosecutors should not simply inform other criminal justice and government officials of their plans. They should also attempt to persuade them to support the new policies by sharing data and success stories from other jurisdictions. Evidence that the policies will save money without resulting in increased crime may persuade the skeptics. Prosecutors should also listen and respond to concerns of other officials. Sometimes they

may need to compromise and other times they may agree to disagree. In any event, communication and transparency are essential components of successful implementation of a progressive agenda.

Progressive prosecutors should also communicate regularly with their constituents. They should have regular community meetings to address the concerns of their constituents and inform them of their new policies and practices. Prosecutors who ran on a progressive platform should be held accountable—not just at every election but also throughout their tenures. Transparency and communication should be key pillars of every prosecutor’s office. Prosecutors should also communicate with the public on their websites, through social media, and at public events. Although communication is key, the newly elected District Attorney should think carefully about when and how to communicate about certain issues. The experience of Aramis Ayala should serve as a lesson to all District Attorneys attempting to implement a policy that may be particularly controversial in their jurisdictions.

B. Education and Training

Most newly elected District Attorneys will find themselves in charge of offices that have long functioned under a prosecutorial model that perpetuated the problems progressive prosecutors are seeking to end. They will face not only the daunting challenge of implementing new policies and practices, but also of changing the entire culture of their offices. Extensive education and training are essential to transforming the prosecutor’s office. Progressive prosecutors should start by communicating with their offices in much the same way they communicate to other government officials and community members. However, in addition to informing their staff of success stories and data from other jurisdictions, they must invest in intensive training and education of their prosecutors.

Prosecutors should implement required education and training programs that cover a wide range of topics, including mass incarceration, racial disparities in the criminal justice system, the criminalization of poverty, and related topics. Ordering prosecutors to implement new policies without explaining why the reforms are necessary will cause resentment and ensure failure. All members of prosecution offices should also undergo implicit bias training.84

There are a growing number of organizations devoted to supporting and providing technical assistance and training for newly elected progressive prosecutors and their offices. Fair and Just Prosecution (FJP) “brings together newly elected local prosecutors as part of a network of leaders committed to promoting a justice system grounded in fairness,

equity, compassion, and fiscal responsibility. These recently elected leaders . . . are supported by FJP’s network through ongoing information sharing, research and resource materials, opportunities for on the ground learning, in-person convenings, technical assistance, and access to national experts.”

Reshaping Prosecution is an initiative of the Vera Institute of Justice. This project helps “reform-minded prosecutors rethink their role in delivering justice and pursuing public safety . . . by partnering with prosecutors to put their campaign promises into action as concrete, data-informed policies and practices. The goal of these partnerships is to develop strategies for prosecutors to reduce incarceration and promote racial equity in their work, and increase the public’s confidence in their office.”

Prosecutor Impact provides “prosecutors new to the job with the tools, data and training to make compassionate, fair, and informed decisions that demonstrate a commitment to the safety of the public, the well-being of the victim, as well as the betterment of the person charged with the crime.”

The Institute for Innovation in Prosecution (IIP) at John Jay College “provides a collaborative national platform that brings together prosecutors, policy experts, and the communities they serve to promote data-driven strategies, cutting-edge scholarship, and innovative thinking. The IIP is dedicated to criminal justice that promotes community-centered standards of safety, fairness, and dignity.”

C. **New Leadership and Hiring Policies**

Progressive District Attorneys should attempt to educate and train their staff, but they should not hesitate to replace prosecutors who are not receptive to change. Although there may be circumstances in which the District Attorney finds it necessary to fire some ADAs immediately, in most instances, the new District Attorney should attempt to inform, educate, and train their ADAs and give them an opportunity to keep their jobs. Those who are unable or unwilling to follow the new leadership and vision should be fired. Of course, reality dictates that there will be trials and other hearings scheduled, so cleaning house entirely and all at once may not be possible.

Hiring progressive prosecutors in supervisory positions should be one of the highest priorities as the District Attorney will not be able to monitor the daily decisions of ADAs, especially in large offices.

---


supervision is essential to ensure that ADAs are properly implementing new office practices.

The District Attorney should also implement new hiring policies. It will take time and hard work to transform the culture of a District Attorney’s office. That transformation cannot happen unless all the attorneys are committed to criminal justice reform. In addition to training and educating existing attorneys, the new District Attorney should hire new entry-level and experienced prosecutors with a progressive vision of prosecution. She will, of course, want to hire smart, hardworking attorneys with great work ethic and excellent trial skills. However, the interviews should include questions about the applicants’ views on mass incarceration, racial disparities, cash bail, and other issues relevant to criminal justice reform.89

**Conclusion**

District Attorneys committed to reforming the criminal justice system should plan carefully to confront the many internal and external challenges they will inevitably face. These challenges will vary by jurisdiction, experience, and background, and thus so will the strategies for addressing them. No single approach can achieve success in all jurisdictions, nor can every reform be implemented in every jurisdiction.

For all these reasons, there should not be a litmus test or list of requirements for progressive prosecutors. Any attempt to reduce the incarceration rate and unwarranted racial disparities in the criminal justice system should be supported. An “all or nothing” approach will achieve nothing. In a country plagued by mass incarceration, racial inequities, and other injustices, the goal should be a fair and just criminal justice system with a much lower incarceration rate. Although radical change is desirable, it may not always be possible. Progress toward this goal should be the hallmark of the progressive prosecutor.

89. See Austen, supra note 57 (detailing Krasner’s visits to law schools in an effort to recruit progressive-minded law students to become prosecutors).